
Accelerate math growth in your school with high-impact one-on-one tutoring for the 
students who need it most

explained for School LeadersTHIRD SPACE  LEARNING

How Third Space Learning can support your school:

How it works in schools like yours:
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Speak with a member of our team: thirdspacelearning.com/us/ hello@thirdspacelearning.com929-298-4593

Reach more students: Multiple students receive one-on-one support in 
the same timeslot

Maximize staff capacity: Teachers are free to focus on core instruction or 
small groups

Close learning gaps: All tutoring is personalized to each student’s 
individual needs

Consistent instruction: Tutors use a curriculum of scaffolded, standards-
aligned lessons

Access to subject specialists: All our STEM-specialist tutors undergo 
rigorous training and pass background and FBI fingerprint checks

You choose  from additional one-on-one tutoringwhich students would benefit most

You choose a , as well as your preferred session length and dosage regular timeslot for your scheduled tutoring

Pick a ; or send us their iReady or other assessment data and 
we’ll do it for you

 personalized learning pathway for each student

Tutors use  to establish student understanding and adapt their pace accordinglyeffective questioning techniques

Easily and longer term learning gains over time track standards covered in each session 
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Grade:       6

Name:       Sophia

Today’s lesson is:

Using the algorithm for division

Sophia’s Lessons So Far:

Tutor:

This school year 9

Sandra
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Grade:       5

Name:       Jackson

Today’s lesson is:

Multiplying and dividing whole numbers 
and decimals by powers of 10

Sophia’s Lessons So Far:

Tutor:

This school year 6

Davish

30 minute session (cost 
per student)

45 minute session (cost 
per student)

$20 $18 $16

$25 $23 $21

Core

(Once a week)

High Dosage

(3 times a week)

Intense Booster

(5 times a week)

“We just had our first session and it 
went great! The kids really liked it 
and felt like they were learning! One 
even said he finally felt like math 
was making sense.”

Michelle Craig, Instructional Coach,

Sherwood Forest Elementary, 
Washington

Students receiving 
just  
tutoring session per 

week achieve


one 45 minute

7 months of math 
growth in 14 weeks


